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ABSTRACT 
A subspace of R” is a space of closest fit for a given set of points if the sum of the 
squares of its distances to the points is minimal. A theorem of Ky Fan on sums of 
quadratic forms is used to characterize such spaces and to show that they are nested, 
i.e., that lines of closest fit lie in planes of closest fit, etc. 
Let { yj} be a set of s points in R”. A space of closest fit of dimension p 
is an affine subspace L, for which the sum of the squares of the distances to 
the yj is minimal. Such spaces exist for every dimension, though not 
necessarily uniquely. We will characterize all spaces of closest fit. It will 
follow that every p-dimensional subspace of closest fit lies in one of dimen- 
sion p + 1, for all p < n, generalizing a result of K. Pearson [2] that lines of 
closest fit lie in planes of closest fit. 
Affine subspaces (or flats) are the cosets of the vector subspaces of R”. 
The dimension of an affine space is that of the vector subspace of which it is 
a coset. Let affine subspace L be given by Ax = b, where A is an T x n 
matrix, which we may assume to have rank r. An orthonormal basis { vi} for 
the row space of A can be constructed from the row vectors of A via 
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization and extended to an orthonormal basis of R”. 
We assume henceforth that the rows of A are the vi, so that AAT = 1. 
Point z is considered as a colwnn vector, and the quantity xTy = Cxiyi is 
the inner product of the (column) vectors x and y. Length and inner product 
are connected by ll~11~ = X’X, and Ilr - yll is the distance between points x 
and y. L is a coset of N(A), the null space of A, and R(A) and II 
[ = N(A) * ] are the column and row spaces of A, respectively. We have 
dimL=dimN(A)=n- r and dimN(A) 1 = r =dimR(AT). 
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By d(y, L), the distance from y to L, we mean the distance between y 
and its projection onto L. The projection is the unique point p E L with 
minimal distance to y. The vector p - y is orthogonal to L in the sense of 
being orthogonal to all vectors determined by pairs of points in L. 
We derive a formula for d(y, L). From [3, p. 1581, if B has linearly 
independent columns, then BrB is nonsingular and I - B(Z?rB)-‘Br pro- 
jects R” onto R(B) I. The matrix AT has linearly independent columns and 
AA* = I. Replacing B by A’, we find I - A*A to be the projection matrix 
from R” onto N(A). 
For any PER” and any ZEL, d(y,N(A))=I]y-(I-ArA)y]l= 
]]ArAy]l = J]Ay]], and d(z, N(A)) = I(z -(I - A*A)z)l = ]]A*Az]] = l]Azl] = 
]]bl]. Then 
d(y,L)=Il[y-(I-A*A)y] - [z-(I-A*A)z](I=(IA*A(y-z)ll 
Thus, with orthonormal rows of the defining matrix A, the distance from y to 
L is 
d(y> L) = IIAY - 4. (1) 
We show that all the L,‘s pass through the centroid of the points, which 
for convenience we set at the origin, so that Cy j = 0. For each yj 
= (IAyjll’+ llbl12- y”(A=b) - br(AyI’). 
Summing on j, the last two terms vanish, since Cyj = 0, leaving 
s = c d(yj, L)” = ~lIAyil12 + sl~bl\~. (2) 
i j 
Unless b = 0, S is not minimal. Thus the last term in (2) vanishes, and all 
L,‘s contain the origin (the centroid), and so are vector spaces. 
The points yj are fixed. For each preassigned r the problem of finding a 
minimizing subspace L,_, turns on producing an orthonormal set of r 
vectors which minimizes a sum of r quadratic forms. We prove a lemma 
which shows how this comes about. 
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LEMMA. Let P be an r X n m&ix and Q an s X n matrix, with rows pT 
and 9,T, respectively. Then 
CllQPil12 = CIIp9jl12* 
1 1 
(3) 
Proof. 
1 T \ 
QlPi 
~~~Opi~~2=~P~QTQPi=CPT [‘l ‘.’ “1 
1 t I 
\ [_I. 9,‘Pi 
=EPff X(qfPi)9j)=E( C(P:$j)(9TPi)), (44 
I j ’ j 
1 PT9j ’ 
cllP9jl12= C9TPTPqj = x9; [PI . . . P,] ; 
j i j 
\ I !I PT9j 
=X9$ E(PT9j)Pi) =E( X(PT9j)(9TPi))* (‘b) 
j I j i 
The last terms in (4a) and (4b) differ only in the order of summation, 
proving (3). n 
In (3) set P = A, the defining matrix of L,_,, and Q = Y, the s X n 
matrix of coordinates of the y? Then, with b = 0 in (1) and G = Y rY, 
s = CI(Ayjlla = CllYVil12 = &$YTYUi 
i 1 I 
=u;Gu,+ -.. +uTGu,. 
Thus S is a sum of quadratic forms. The eigenvalues hi of G are 
necessarily real and nonnegative. Index them in nondecreasing order, and let 
{ ei} be a set of corresponding normalized eigenvectors. They form an 
orthonormal set. 
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The extreme values of S are given by a 
THEOREM of Ky Fan [ 11. For any real symmetric matrix G of order n, 
where in both cases the variation is over all sets of r orthorwnnal vectors. 
Thus 
minS=A,_,+,+ ... +X,, 
(5) 
maxS=X,+ ... +X,. 
Clearly, min S is achieved for sets of normalized eigenvectors 
{e,- ,+r,..*, e,, } corresponding to the Xi, and no others. Thus 
L n--r = (en_ ,+l,...,en)* = (el ,..., en-,). 
When G has repeating eigenvalues the eigenvectors are not unique. 
Nevertheless, each space of closest fit L, = (e,, . . . , e,) is a subspace of one 
of the next dimension, L,+l = (e,, . . . , e,,, ei+ i), where ed+ i is a normalized 
eigenvector corresponding to h p + i. 
We have proved the following 
THEOREM. Let { yj} be a set of s points in R”, with centroid at the 
origin, so that Xyj = 0. Then each pdimensionul space of closest fit L, 
contains the centroid and is thus a vector space. Each such vector space has 
an ortho rwrmal basis {e,,...,e,} of (rwrmu lized ) eigenvectors of G = Y T Y, 
where Y is the s x n matrix of the coordinates of the y? Zndering of the e, 
follows indexing of the corresponding eigenvalues in rumincreasing order. It 
follows that spaces of closest fit are rzsted in the sense that each is a 
subspace of one of the next dimension. 
REMARKS. In 3-space it is easy to see from (5) that the points are 
coplanar if X, = 0, and that they are collinear if X, = 0 and h, = 0. More 
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generally, rank G controls whether all points y j fall into a subspace of given 
dimension. If rank G Q n - r, then G has at least r zero eigenvalues, so that 
min S = 0. Then all yj E L,_,. The latter also occurs if s < n - r + 1. 
Foreachr,minS=maxSifandonlyif hi=.-. =X,.Inthiscaseeuery 
set of orthonormal vectors will serve as the required eigenvectors. Geometri- 
cally, this says that the points are maximally dispersed in the sense that for 
n - r = p, say, the sum of squares of the distances from yj to all subspaces 
L, through the origin is the same. Also, if the yj are maximally dispersed 
with respect to lines, then they are maximally dispersed with respect to 
planes, etc. 
This paper was written at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Many 
thanks to Azriel JLevy, Chairman of the Mathematics Department, for his 
hospitality during my stay there. Thanks, too, to the referee, whose thought- 
j&l comments helped shape this paper. 
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